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To quickly and effortlessly upload photos and videos from your digital camera into your computer, use RoboImport software. Save
the files directly from your digital camera in the folder of your choice, as well as rename them easily. This program is able to

import various file formats from digital cameras as well as removable media cards. From the management point of view, it allows
you to separate the image files into various folders. Allow you to edit your photos and videos before sending them to the people

you love. You will also be able to get detailed information on each image, such as its dimensions, image size, file format, original
dimensions, camera owner, geolocation, etc. Allows you to quickly and effortlessly transfer photos from digital cameras, as well as
removable media cards, to your computer. Easily find photos on your digital camera using a token function and then transfer them
to your computer. After that, rename your photos to a meaningful name and organize them into various folders. Extract DNG files

from RAW images and convert them to a DNG format. Undo operation if you are not satisfied with the results of the transfer.
Perform tasks with images from different cameras and file formats using a Token Filter. Key Feature: Easily process and extract

photos from your digital camera or storage card. Perform tasks with images from different file formats using a token filter.
Support for most cameras Imports photos from a variety of cameras (Canon, Kodak, Nikon, Olympus, Pentax, Samsung, etc.).

Easily rename files. Supports a broad spectrum of models. Create new folders from the imported images. Presets for a variety of
tasks with images. Splits images into individual images. Allows you to export JPEG, TIFF, THM, RAW, MRW, CRW, CR2 or

NEF. Allows you to select images based on date, ISO, location or variety of other metadata. Allows you to export DNG files from
RAW files. Token filter, allowing you to tag images. Tool group To quickly rename images. Apply preset To alter the appearance
of images. PhotoPro.NET for Windows 7 PhotoPro.NET is a more powerful, more feature-rich image manipulation tool, designed

for photo enthusiasts, professionals and photographers. It provides easier and faster ways to create, manage and edit your digital
photos and to process RAW images. You
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easy1clean is a small utility that enables you to download the images directly from your digital camera's memory stick and
effortlessly rename them before transferring them to a dedicated folder on your computer. it works equally well with a wide

variety of card readers. Image-wise, it can read JPEG, THM, TIFF as well as the common RAW formats, including MRW, CRW,
CR2 or NEF, to name a few. Some users would argue that it could support more of the standard photo formats. RoboImport allows
you to process the latter to a DNG format, which ensures the photos are saved with fidelity and you can access them in the future.
You can convert RAW files to DNG using the embedded converter from the Options window. Comes with a plethora of renaming

features The highlight of the application is the token function that considerably simplifies the renaming process. works with
pictures and RAW files works with a wide variety of readers features useful renaming tools converts RAW to DNG the highlight:

ready2send: you can select from a list of tags and add them to any image before sending it to your digital camera It is worth
mentioning that the program also includes a GPS coordinates stamping option that allows you to tag the photo based on the location

it was made. This feature can come in handy if you usually travel a lot and like to go through the albums from your previous
vacations from time to time. The AutoAdvance™ System ensures optimum quality of the photo strips and enables you to see how
many pictures are in the current folder and how many pics are still to be viewed. If you have a lot of pictures and you want to add

the process of reducing the number of pictures you have to view to your routine, the AutoAdvance™ System is the perfect
solution. This small utility does everything you expect from such a utility and more, in a minimalistic stylish package. Overview of

key features and options: the program is easy to use; it is a professional photo viewer with a lot of options. it is made to edit and
view many photos at the same time; it was made to be a utility that lists as many photos as possible. the AutoAdvance™ System
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helps you to spot the photos you have already viewed and assist you in not displaying the same images repeatedly. can display
photos multiple folders tags (names) DNG (RAW) images you can use 09e8f5149f
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★ Native photo browser ★ Token Support ★ Copy, move or delete photos ★ Export to SONY, JEITA and CANON ★ Import
files from EXIF, SONY, JEITA and CANON ★ Compress photos in the JPG and PNG format ★ Shrink photos ★ Rotate photos
★ Edit tags, GPS coordinates and FX and CX ★ Add thumbnail into file ★ Create a photo album ★ Backup photos to an external
media ★ Share photos via social networks 0 RoboImport X - Full Function Auto Import RoboImport X is a free and very useful
photo editing software that will import your original photos from digi... RoboImport X is a free and very useful photo editing
software that will import your original photos from digital cameras, memory cards, USB drives, etc. This program has a friendly
interface for basic editing tasks. Feel free to take a look at this demo! RoboImport X is an easy-to-use batch photo editor based on
our image importing and processing technologies. It's a great software to convert any kind of digital photos, from old memories to
new images. Here is a free 60-day RoboImport X trial: RoboImport X has a built-in editor for editing your images in various
modes. By default, a JPG photo will be automatically resized and converted to HDR photo. And you can also use built-in plugins to
process RAW photos as well. You can preview images at the same time. Most of image editing tasks involve adjusting the settings
of image colors, brightness, contrast and other parameters. RoboImport X provides tools to easily make these modifications. You
may use the automatic, manual or gradient settings, and then perform fine adjustments for the final result. If you like the results of
your adjustments, you may also save the edited images to your disk or external storage. The import wizard allows you to easily
import images from digi camera, memory card, USB stick, etc. and even automatically merge multiple images in one shot. It also
allows you to define your own delimiter images to make the process more intuitive. You may also preview the thumbnails of your
photos. RoboImport X supports batch processing. It means that you can use its import wizard to add

What's New in the RoboImport?

- Rename image files by date, time, title, text, any combination of these for every file - Manage multiple folders and rename all
files for every directory at once - Export Image Name to Windows Registry - Export Image Name to EXIF - Find all images, select
the desired ones and delete them from the folder - Highlight images, extract files from album, drag them on menu or directory -
Print and rename files right on the clipboard - Shift files to other folders, rename or delete them - Send images to FTP server, e-
mail and more - Print image page - Print an image page right from the list of images - Preview image before delete it - Preview
image before send it - Option to print in landscape or portrait mode - Option to pass a file to Clipboard - Include an image's title in
the text file - Interface fully customizable. Use all the features as it suits you - Handle multiple directories and files - Import all
folders with subfolders as single album - Split single file to multiple (merge) - Delete image from folders and rename the folder -
Manage images imported from a card reader - Convert RAW files to DNG - Convert a directory of files to DNG - Change images
color and shape - Change images resolution - Make a virtual copy of the image - Convert color mode to black and white (grayscale)
- Convert different color channels individually - Convert grayscale to color - Flip the image horizontally, vertically or both ways -
Rotate images 90, 180 and 270 degree. - Flip the image horizontally, vertically or both ways - Rotate images 90, 180 and 270
degree - Select a group of images and rotate them 180 degree. - Select a group of images and flip horizontally or vertically - Split a
long image to multiple files - Merge a group of images to a single file - Merge multiple groups of images to a single file - Merge
multiple image to a single file - Merge multiple image to a single file - Move a picture from one directory to another. - Delete a file
from a folder - Delete all photos and files from a directory. - Delete a directory and files from a folder - Create a new document
and print a picture page - Create a new document and insert a picture page - Copy a photo from a folder and paste it to an empty
folder -
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/7/8 Processor: 1.6 GHz dual-core CPU Memory: 1 GB RAM Recommended: Memory: 2 GB RAM
How to get Steam Achievements? Steps: • Login to your Steam account • Click on the "Games" tab • Click on the "Steam Store" •
Click on "My games"
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